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ClinchRiverESPEISCEm Resource

From: Nancy McFadden <nmcfadden9@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, June 1, 2018 5:16 PM
To: Nancy McFadden; Don Safer; ClinchRiverESPEIS
Subject: [External_Sender] Clinch River, proposed small modular reactors, By email: 

ClinchRiverESPEIS@nrc.gov

May Ma, Office of Administration, Mail Stop: TWFN–07–A60,  
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555–0001  
 
Dear US NRC, June 1, 2018 
 
I know that now we have figured out that wind and solar can already 
replace nuclear power at less cost and less danger. It must have 
been a fantasy of mine, that TVA would finally come around to the  
new sustainable and renewable energy world. They have not. 
 
Sad to say, they are back again, one more time, with nuclear power. 
TVA is already responsible for the disaster in Kingston, the massive  
coal ash flood, whose results include over 100 people dead and  
many others injured, due to a haphazard cleanup. 
 
I wonder what amount of nerve Mr. Johnson and his assistants  
have to introduce another potential for danger to Kingston and  
the state of Tennessee. It is shameful for them to disavow all 
responsibility for dead people from the Kingston Cleanup. TVA  
started the disaster. Please get data on it for your decision. 
 
The originators of the Kingston disaster should not be trusted  
with another dangerous project. Small modular reactors still  
leave us with radioactive waste. It can not go AWAY. 
 
Treat TVA as grownups who refuse to accept responsibility 
for the Kingston coal disaster. I hold them responsible for  
the deaths of so many in the Kingston coal ash disaster. 
 
TVA which who treats people as if they can be just thrown away,  
should not be entrusted with any more dangerous technology, 
especially since small modular reactors are totally unnecessary. 
 
Would you trust TVA with a small modular reactor in your town? 
Use common sense, not just legality. JUST SAY NO. 
 
I can not get to Kingston for the hearing due to health problems,  
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but I hope you can still put this note into the record. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Nancy McFadden 
2813 Blair Blvd. 
Nashville, TN 37212 
nmcfadden9@gmail.com 
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